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General Comments
Marking this ﬁrst series of the new speciﬁcation was a positive experience. It was clear that most candidates
had acquired a body of knowledge about language and many demonstrated effective skills in applying this
knowledge to demonstrate thoughtful understanding of the texts.
It was interesting to note that there was often a varied pattern of achievement across the ﬁve tasks.
This was occasionally due to time-management problems, so candidates should be aware of the importance
of this exam technique. The ﬁrst four tasks each require a succinct, focused response to a particular aspect,
eg. key constituents; contextual factors or identity and idiolect. The ﬁnal task brings all these aspects
together and requires an extended comparison and analysis.
For some candidates, there was variation in achievement across the three Assessment Objectives. Some
were stronger at AO2: their conceptual understanding of construction of meanings, including application of
some linguistic approaches. (It was clear that centres were, sensibly, selecting from the extensive range of
theories and concepts that could be useful for AS study.) Other candidates gained marks at AO1 for their
clear expression and precise use of appropriate terminology. As AO3 is worth 50% of the marks for this unit,
it is important for all candidates to support their points by explicit analysis of the inﬂuence of contextual
factors on language use, demonstrating ability to cover a range of key constituents.

Question 1
AO1 (15 marks)
This task tests knowledge of terminology for key constituents. The mark scheme may suggest a simple
matter of right / wrong answers, but candidates were credited for a range of responses that were
unexpected, but valid. There was a range of achievement, from full marks to zero, with many candidates
achieving over half marks.
Marks were not awarded, however, if candidates did not focus on the feature highlighted by underlining.
Some offered a description for some other aspect of the extract. This generally led to repetition of terms
such as ‘declarative’ or ‘elision’.
Candidates were not rewarded more than once for a repeated term: ‘context bound’ and ‘informal’, for
example, could arguably apply to any of the examples. Conversely, candidates should clearly signal their use
of more than one linguistic term, rather than placing a complex description (1st person plural pronoun used
in a non-standard way to refer to a single person) on a single line.
It was decided not to credit the terms ‘monosyllabic’ and ‘polysyllabic’, as every word in the language falls
into one of those categories and it was not a signiﬁcant aspect of the language use highlighted in this exam.
Candidates are advised not to linger over these short responses; if the term is not quickly apparent, they
may return to this question at a later stage. Indeed, some may prefer to begin by considering the contextual
factors of the data provided.
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Question 2
AO3 (10 marks)
This question will always focus on the contextual factors inﬂuencing the type of data chosen. A few
candidates were not clear that the term ‘context’ refers to the situation. Most used a framework to describe
the signiﬁcant aspects, either: subject, purpose, audience, genre or mode, function, ﬁeld, tenor.

Better responses were able to meet the descriptors for the top band: cover a range of aspects, selecting the
more relevant and explaining the impact by brief reference to language features.
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This response provided a thoughtful account of the impact of tenor (formality, unfamiliar callers, distance),
with some awareness of mode (spoken, but it has been recorded) and of the purpose or function (build
rapport to inﬂuence and persuade). Supporting reference to language use covered a range of features (deixis,
declaratives, clichés).
Candidates should think ﬁrst about the genre (answerphone messages in this case) as a whole, before
making brief comments about variation. Later questions will usually focus on particular groups or individual
examples that vary in distinctive ways.
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Question 3
AO2 (5 marks) AO3 (5 marks)
This question will often focus on a particular sub-group of the genre. Candidates should assume that the
groupings are purposeful and thus look for features that the individual examples share in common. It was
time-consuming for those candidates who looked at each text in turn and there was a tendency to repeat
the same point (AO2 concepts such as ‘formal’ or ‘referential’) rather than developing the idea and providing
supporting evidence for credit at AO3.
There was some impressive evidence of theories such as Joos’ levels of formality or negative face, but
candidates should be aware that this task requires a brief response for 10 marks.
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Examiner Comments
This response achieves top band marks for AO2, as it demonstrates awareness of concepts and
issues (impersonal, high register, directly addressed, more of a business level than a friendly one). It
also meets the descriptors for top band AO3, explaining the impact of these factors on language use
at a variety of levels, including grammar (full names, subject speciﬁc lexis, second person pronouns).
The candidate’s use of ‘however’ and ‘despite’ show ability to express more complex ideas.

The following response demonstrates more precise use of terminology to express points and achieves full
marks.
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Question 4
AO2 (5 marks) AO3 (10 marks)
This question was generally less successful, with relatively few candidates achieving top band marks.
Although pressure of time has been taken into account, centres should note the following points for future.
Candidates should read the task carefully and note that it required comment on identity, as well as
relationship. The following response illustrates some valid points commonly made about the relationship
between participants in each message.
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Although some candidates did offer comments on gender and age, and a few commented on power and
status, there was no reference to region.
Candidates should be aware in future that I.P.A. transcriptions are provided to indicate relevant features of
pronunciation. In this case, there were the common distinctions between Northern and Southern regional
accents: the long v short vowels in ‘advance’ and ‘last’; the pronunciation of the vowel sound in ‘just’.
Candidates might also have noted the glottal stop replacing /t/ in the word ‘sweetheart’.
Supporting reference to textual features was generally conﬁned to the use of ﬁllers, and lexical choices of
‘sweetheart’ and ‘dear’. Stronger responses were able to refer to a wider range of key constituents.
The following two responses illustrate different routes to top band marks. Both address the issue of identity,
though neither refers to regional accent. Centres should note: although each candidate refers by names to
linguists and their theories, this is not necessary in the short-answer responses.
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Response 1
In Message 21, the speaker comes across as being a female because of the colloquialisms “dear” and
“sweetheart”. These colloquialisms also have the connotations of someone older than the receiver. The
repetition of the elliptical construction “bye” is childlike yet also is very personal to the receiver. The formality
is even lowered still by the quantiﬁer “any” as this uses Austen and Searle’s implicature to suggest this person
is aware of many contact numbers. The additional information added “I’m going to the doctors” makes the
receiver in a position to be aware of this and to care about them. From the analyse of the text, the caller seems
to be a mother towards the receiver. On the other hand the non-standard English grammar of “are we still on”
could suggest a younger friendly based conversation. Generally “still on” is uncommonly used by mothers to
their children.
Message 22 signiﬁes the young behaviour of the caller when using the back formation of Alison or Alice.
Another example of young speech is the hedge technique “ a bit” to make herself come across a better person
for being late. This technique is typical for a female, not to mention her name is also Heather. By the clumsy
lexis and grammatical sentence structure. “let me know either way … or anything” it gives the impression the
caller is young. By the use of insider reference, “as you know” it makes it more personal to the receiver yet
there are formal techniques such as politeness “thanks” and complex lexis “whereabouts”, Analyse of message
22 suggests the caller is a teenager who is the female friend of the receiver’s daughter. Due to the features
mentioned and the formal yet personal context of the message reﬂects the respect a child does for an elder,
especially the friend’s mother.
Response 2
The relationship between caller and receiver in 21 is clearly close. This is clear from the intimate level of
formality (Joos) used. Familiar addressing terms such as dear and “sweetheart” are used, often familiar with the
convergence and bond forming language used by females (Giles & Lakoff). Also demonstrating a relationship is
the content of the message as the function is to organise a trip to the “doctors” something uncommon to do in
relationships other than family and close friends. Modal verbs are used to soften and hedge in “I’d like to know”.
Both texts involve voiced pauses and ﬁllers, common in spoken and spontaneous language, such as “er”.
However the speaker in 22 seems to have a less intimate relationship with the receiver. This is shown by more
frequent non-ﬂuency features, perhaps showing awkwardness. “And” is also used frequently as a continuer as
in “whereabouts and obviously”. This may be simply a sign of unplanned speech, or of nervousness, associated
with an unfamiliar relationship. 22 uses more polysyllabic lexis as in “fantastic” than 21. It also involves a longer
opening and closing sequence common with politeness, formality and lower status. Although the female
speaker uses many elements of Lakoff’s idea of female speech, the abundance of modal verbs and hedging
appears to show O’Barr and Atkins theories of lower status affecting language.
It appears that 22 is a message between a worried friend, contacting a mother, whereas 21 is a message
between friends.
Centres should bear in mind that AS study requires some study of phonology, which will be developed at
A2 level. In transcripts of spoken language, candidates should expect to see some use of IPA symbols to
represent the pronunciation of words and phrases.
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Question 5
AO1 (10 marks) AO2 15 marks AO3 (25 marks)
Most candidates left themselves enough time to deal with this question. This is clearly a crucial factor in
examination techniques, as it is worth 50% of the total marks. It is also important to allocate time and
effort in roughly equal proportions to Texts A and B.
Responses were often interesting and showed ﬂashes of insight. For this longer question, a candidate’s
wider social awareness of language in use is as important as an ability to apply textual analysis frameworks.
There was a range of comment, for example, on the use of ‘eye-dialect’ – spelling to represent pronunciation
– in the poem. For some candidates, the words ‘wid’ and ‘waz’ were simply spelling errors, indicating the
writer’s lack of education. Others sensed that it was a deliberate ploy to represent a regional dialect. Better
responses identiﬁed this as a feature of Black / Caribbean / Jamaican English, either because they had
studied this variety, or by an informed guess from the context of the ideas in the poem and the writer’s
surname.
Some candidates relied on their framework for analysis of context and began by comparing some
differences in mode (written v electronic), purpose, subject matter, audience, and so on. This approach tends
to gloss over the main point of the question: the ways in which each writer presents him / herself. Although
candidates often came around to these aspects by the end of their response, they are advised to make
presentation of self their focus from the outset. AO2 assesses ‘understanding ... related to the construction
… of meanings.’
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Examiner Comments
This candidate succinctly makes a range of pertinent points in the opening sentence. Comments about
presentation of self are inevitably linked to the writer’s purposes / the text’s functions. The candidate then
integrates comments about mode, immediately seeing some complexity (uses a written language mode
… written in a spoken voice style). Awareness of overlap between the three modes, rather than simple
divisions, is a descriptor for the higher mark bands. Mode then lead on to comments about the audience
and the rapport established between writer / reader or speaker / listener. The subtlety of comment in the
following two paragraphs, alone, indicated the full marks this candidate actually achieved.

Although the quality of this response is exceptional, all candidates should aim to develop points beyond
simple categories. Two texts will never be ‘exactly the same’ and rarely ‘completely different’. Candidates
should look for points of comparison and ways in which each text is unique. In order to comment on the
persona created in texts, candidates will need a wide range of vocabulary. Many observed that Zephaniah
was proud; some felt there was anger; others noted the humour. Those aware that it need not be a question
of ‘either / or’ achieved higher mark bands for AO2.
Candidates need to express their ideas clearly using appropriate terminology for AO1. Comparison was
generally achieved by brief linking phrases, as the focus shifted from Text A to B, or vice versa.
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This section also demonstrates the candidate’s understanding of concepts (divergent sociolect, Standard
English, converge) for AO2.
For AO3, the emphasis is on analysis, linking aspects of context to features of language use. The focal point
for comparison should not be the different modes or genres of the texts – written v electronic - but the
writers’ presentation of self. Candidates emphasising the former identiﬁed the use of a title for the poem, as
opposed to the headers used in the email; the short lines in the poem, versus the longer paragraphs in the
email.
All candidates noted the repetition of ‘white’ throughout the poem, but the quality of developing comment
varied from: ‘it should be ‘black’’ to more thoughtful discussion of semantics or pragmatics.
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Examiner Comments
This candidate moves from lexis and semantics (collocations, repetition) to grammar (simple
sentences, modal verb). References to function and audience are succinctly included.

It is not possible to produce anything like a ‘full’ analysis of the texts within one hour. Candidates were
rewarded for selecting pertinent features and for demonstrating their range of understanding of levels of
language use.
This candidate also provides some analysis of textual features in the email, maintaining focus on
presentation of self throughout.
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Examiner Comments
This candidate provides a concluding paragraph. This elegant structure is not needed to
achieve top band marks. Indeed, many candidates stopped mid-sentence as their time
ﬁnished. They were assessed on what they had produced.

Examiner Comments
Rather than simply summarising points already made, the candidate mentions a fresh
point abut the use of pronouns in each text.

This particular candidate did not mention any linguists by name, but clearly applied linguistic concepts and
approaches to the texts and showed awareness of issues such as race and power, as they relate to language
use.
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There is a danger of ‘name-dropping’, rather than usefully applying knowledge of theories. Not all concepts
were fully understood and some candidates did not appreciate the tentative nature of a ‘theory’. However,
there was impressive evidence of study of a range of researchers and theories. Many candidates did
acknowledge that it was not a simple matter to assign particular language use to either gender. It was rare
(to the relief of examiners) to read that Zephaniah and Radcliffe were ﬂouting maxims of conversation.
Candidates found concepts of convergence and divergence productive, as well as notions of positive and
negative face. Covert prestige was also applied to make some perceptive points.

6EN01 Grade boundaries
Paper No

Max Mark

A

B

C

D

E

01

100

72

64

56

48

41

Note: Grade boundaries may vary from year to year and from subject to subject, depending on the
demands of the question paper.
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